
Year 4 - Friday 3rd and Sunday 5th April 2020

        Good morning Year Four, we do hope you  have had a restful and fun week at home!

       Please find some more activities to help your home learning!  Remember to keep your work in 

a special place or folder (or take photos) so that you can bring your work into school when 

we eventually return! Any questions, email us…

English  Write a narrative (story) based on the most recent movie you 

watched!  Remember to include a clear beginning, middle and end.  

Spice it up by changing one of the characters or changing the 

‘problem’ or setting. You could include someone you know and email 

them the story!!

Read your story to a family member or even your favourite teddy!

Finally, ask your family member to suggest improvements then edit 

your work. Make sure it makes sense, the spelling is as accurate 

as possible and you have included some appropriate punctuation 

such as speech marks (inverted commas) and ellipses...

Reading Read a chapter or two of your reading book and write in your 

reading diary.  Find three words that you don’t know the meaning 

of and jot them down. Look up the meanings of them in a 

dictionary or online!

Spelling Go for a spelling pattern hunt - Hunt high and low (eg food 

packaging/DVD covers) for 5-10 words with the spelling pattern 

oo in E.G)Moo Free.  

Now see if you can spell them (Look, Cover, Spell, Write, Check)  

Extension:Can you spell words that sound the same but are spelt 

differently to the ones you found? (Homophones) E.G) juice...

Mental Maths How many ways can you make…

Either; 56 or 458 or 3500?

Use all four operations - add/subtract/multiply/divide!

Maths Go onto BBC Bitesize and practice your maths by learning about 

Multiplication and Division by 0/1/10/100

 https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/z36tyrd/articles/z2fkwxs

Faith and Wonder https://content.scriptureunion.org.uk/resource/guardians-ancora-

mobile-app

Download and play on this free App!  Guardians of Ancora is a 

fun, epic parkour adventure game where players have to run, 

jump, roll and slide their way through stories of the Bible.

       Design a front cover for your story - illustrate with appropriate 

images or print some images from the internet.

The next two weeks are our Easter holidays so on Monday you will be sent a list of Easter Activities 


